Raffi left more than Rome behind. Snipped by a bishop as a boy, he is bundled off to America when the Church takes shame. Forbidden to use his voice, he explores other gifts that steal him into the society of Boston's gangsters, necromancers, and the wild crew surrounding the poet Amy Lowell as he searches for a genuine love song. What E. L. Doctorow's *Ragtime* did for New York, *The Boston Castrato* does for 1920s Boston.

In exuberant and yet precise prose, Colin Sargent conjures a sweeping tale of love, murder, and revenge.

— Christina Baker Kline, #1 New York Times Bestselling author of *Orphan Train*.

Wicked shards of humor and sophisticated, astonishing word play reminiscent of James Joyce's *Ulysses* make up the heart of this incandescent novel by Colin Sargent. A rare book, one that will settle into the soul for a lifetime.

— Morgan Callan Rogers, author, *Red Ruby Heart in a Cold Blue Sea*.
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From Barbican Press of London
ROUTE 161 IS QUIET FOR THE MOST PART THIS FAR WEST OF TOWN, MILES BEYOND THAT TWISTED STRETCH OF ROAD THE LOCALS CALL DAIGLE RAPIDS, WHERE THE TEENAGERS LIKE TO GIVE HER SOME AND SEE IF THEY CAN GET AIR OFF ANY OF THE HILLS. THE LITTLE CAPE SITS CLOSE TO THE ROAD. ITS WOODSHED IS ONLY USED TO HOUSE THE LAWNMOWER AND A BROKEN-DOWN ROTOTILLER EVER SINCE HIS PARENTS SWITCHED OVER TO THE OIL FURNACE. AN OLD CLUBHOUSE, LONG SINCE OUTGROWN, IS SCABBED ONTO THE BACK THAT FACES THE RAILROAD TRACKS AND THE ST. JOHN RIVER BELOW.

THE BOY STANDS IN THE DRIVEWAY, HIS BACK TO THE RIVER. THE BLUE GLASS CASSEROLE DISH HANGS BY A HANDLE FROM THE END OF HIS ARM. HE CROSSES WITHOUT LOOKING BOTH WAYS. IT’S QUIET. THE SOUND OF A VEHICLE COMING FROM EITHER DIRECTION WOULD HUM ON THE HORIZON LIKE SOMEONE FLIRTING WITH THE IDEA OF TURNING THE CHANNEL KNOB ON THE SKYLINE, LONG BEFORE THE THREAT OF THEIR PRESENCE WOULD NEED TO BE CONSIDERED.


THE SMALL RED FACE FOLLOWS THE TRAJECTORY OF THE SPRAY OF LEFTOVERS FROM HIS HAND TO THE GROUND, AS THOUGH DECIPHERING THE MOTIVATION OF MAX ERNST’S BRUSHSTROKES. THERE IS NO INITIAL PAUSE, NO MOMENT OF STILLNESS… NOT AT FIRST SIGHT. THERE’S NO TIPPING POINT OF CLIMAX IN WHICH THIS ENCOUNTER COULD HAPPEN OR NOT. THEIR EYES MEET, AND THE CREATURE TROTS TOWARDS HIM, AS THOUGH IT HAD BEEN WAITING ALL ALONG. THE FOX, PICKING HIS WAY OVER THE SHORT UNDERGROWTH, PUSHES DOWN THE WISPS OF DRY TIMOTHY WITH HIS CHEST ON HIS WAY TO THE BOY’S FEET.

HE HAS HEARD THEM AT NIGHT, THEIR HOARSE VOICES SCREAMING LIKE THE MOURNING OF FOREIGNERS IN THE DITCHES BETWEEN THE PARSONAGE AND THE CHURCH. ONE NIGHT, HE SAW A GRAY VIXEN DIGGING IN THE FRESHLY TURNED SOIL OF THE GARDEN PLOT. HIS SISTER INSISTED IT MUST HAVE BEEN A COYOTE, BUT THE OLD-TIMER NEIGHBOR WHO’D LIVED HIS WHOLE LIFE IN THE COUNTY LATER AFFIRMED THAT A COYOTE WOULDN’T MOVE ABOUT WITH FOXES.

THE REYNARD’S NOSE TWITCHES AS THOUGH ACKNOWLEDGING THE FOOD SCRAPS, BUT HIS EYES REMAIN UPTURNED, Aiming his face at the boy’s.

HOW LONG DID THEY STARE? SECONDS. LONG SECONDS. JOSHUA-Fought-the-Ammonites-in-Gibeon Kind of Seconds. Long enough to burn into his formation as a man. Long enough to convince him, later in life, that Ellul was right about the maladies of technique requiring the extraction of humans from their God-given habitat—nature. He could touch the fox, but it would cost him the reality of having not touched it. The storm door creaks and a blue puddle of music leaks from the house out into the driveway and crosses the street. Joni Mitchell sings, “A Case of You.” Something behind his eyes breaks the hold. “Mom wants her dish!”

THE DOOR CREAKS AND SLAMS. THE MUSIC IS GONE, AS IS THE FOX WITH A MOUTHFUL OF SUPPER.

YEARS LATER, LONG AFTER THE LAVERDIERE’S HAD BEEN BOUGHT OUT BY RITE AID AND FORT KENT Began to Host a Leg of the Iditarod, He’d Go Home and Ask Some of the Neighbors About the Skulk.

“Ain’t seen ’em in years,” they’d say.

Now his parents kept a plastic barrel on a spigot that rolled compost about with some lime and ashes. He’d scrape the leftovers into the trap door, latch it, and crank the handle. The railroad tracks were pulled up and the river lay docile, like an overweight cat with all its teeth pulled.
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